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ABSTRACT

Few environmentalists have positive things to say on the impact of the World Trade Organization (WTO) on the environment. WTO legal obligations are frequently cited as the most significant impediment to a range of environmental initiatives, including notably meaningful international coordination to combat climate change, particularly through carbon tax initiatives, and imposition of electronic waste disposal export bans. In this vein, adverse findings of WTO dispute panels on environmental conservation measures tend to attract the ire of international civil society. The tensions between liberal trade and environmental protection can be traced back to the days of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) of 1947, which pre-dated the WTO. Under the GATT 1947, trade and environment disputes tended to be resolved through diplomatic channels. The WTO Agreements were intended to provide a more predictable and legalistic means by which to resolve such disputes, in exchange for deeper commitments on domestic regulation. The WTO disputes would afford more certainty to regulators. This has decidedly not turned out to be the case. This paper explores why this is so, focusing notably on the role of the WTO and Appellate Body Secretariats in shaping domestic regulation jurisprudence under the GATT, SPS and TBT Agreements. It argues that the Appellate Body has misapplied important features of the SPS and TBT Agreements to sometimes wrongly condemn environmental regulations, owing to a cognitive bias against trade distortions. It argues for an alternative approach that stays more faithful to the text of the WTO Agreements.

I. INTRODUCTION

International economic law and international environmental law have developed considerably over the past decades. The WTO Agreements, the focus of this paper, entered into force in January 1995, and set binding disciplines on a range of trade-related disciplines ranging from goods and services, to investment, intellectual property, and product standards. In parallel, the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), among other institutions, has served as a capable forum to coordinate state action to reduce thematic cross-border environmental externalities. Yet, there is surprisingly little formal cross-fertilization between trade and the environment. Instead, environmental regulation is typically framed in trade literature as derogating from core WTO obligations.

The possibilities for cross-fertilization between both disciplines are infinite, and certainly well beyond the bounds of this paper. Suffice it to state that these disciplines are not natural antagonists: the development of “green” industries can foster growth opportunities in new markets.1 Trade measures, in turn, can steer states towards cleaner and greener development trajectories.2 The preamble to the GATT, now part of the WTO legal framework, contemplates that economic relations should raise “standards of living” and lead to “the full use of the resources of the world”.3 GATT 1947 drafters thus contemplated decades ago that economic growth need not come at the expense of the global commons. Despite these provisions, a few years before becoming part of the WTO framework, the GATT Secretariat faced sharp criticism from environmentalists and civil society actors for its handling of two disputes focusing on United States (US) dolphin conservation measures restricting the sale of imported tuna products.4 The GATT panels concerned made broad statements seemingly indicating that such conservation measures were per se inconsistent with Contracting Parties’ GATT obligations.5 These panel reports were subsequently not adopted into the GATT acquis by the Contracting Parties.

The GATT regulated tariff bindings. By the 1960s, these bindings reached levels below which tariff increases from applied to bound levels could no longer afford meaningful protection to domestic industries. GATT exporters grew increasingly wary of so-called “non-tariff barriers”, such as product standards similar in operation to those the US had applied to tuna imports.6 During the Tokyo Round of negotiations of 1974, GATT Parties pressed for a special negotiating group on standards.7 This yielded the plurilateral Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (the Standards Code), which 46 Contracting
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Parties joined.8 The Standards Code inspired further product standards negotiations in parallel sessions held by technical barriers and agriculture groups set up during the Uruguay Round of negotiations establishing the WTO legal framework.9

Inasmuch as it is common to refer to the WTO legal framework in the singular, it should be borne in mind that the WTO Agreements are a series of inter-related and inter-state treaties. During the Uruguay Round, these agreements were negotiated in 15 different working groups, with little to no coordination among them initially.10 Towards the close of negotiations, the notion of the “single undertaking” gained traction — pursuant to which the results of the negotiations were deemed to form a “single package” joined together by the Marrakech Agreement Establishing the WTO.11 This led to a scramble to better coordinate among the different agreements, which Members resisted to avoid disturbing the negotiated texts. The SPS and TBT Agreements emerged from these negotiations and both regulate product standards. The SPS Agreement applies to product standards adopted to protect human, animal or plant health from the spread of pests, and from dangerous additives, contaminants, toxins, and disease-causing organisms contained in foodstuffs.12 The TBT Agreement applies residually, to all other product standards.13 Together, the GATT, SPS and TBT Agreements impose measures restricting adverse trade impacts of Members’ domestic regulation. Given the ease with which any domestic environmental regulation can be construed as restricting trade, the collective reach of these agreements to environmental laws is broad.

Environmental regulation can typically distort trade in three ways.14 The first is through a complete ban on those imported products that produce environmental externalities.15 The second is through a partial ban, on imports using a particular process and production method (PPM) resulting in an environmental externality. Where such PPM is amended or altered to the importing Member’s satisfaction, subject products may re-access the relevant market.16 It will become clear in my below discussion of relevant WTO jurisprudence, that most trade and environment disputes tend to implicate this second distortion, inasmuch as complaining Members have a tendency to “frame” a particular environmental regulation as having the effect of partially limiting market access to the respondent Member’s domestic market. The third is through sanctions, under which all or some of a Member’s imports are subject to punitive import restrictions following a serious environmental transgression.17 This latter category, outside some very limited exceptions,18 runs counter to the WTO’s ban on unilateral remedial measures.

This paper will address the scope of environmental regulation under the WTO Agreements. It will do so by reviewing WTO dispute settlement reports on environmental regulation under the GATT, SPS and TBT Agreements. This paper will demonstrate that these reports have followed uniform GATT canons of interpretation. This paper posits that the Appellate Body, the WTO’s judicial appellate organ, has followed these canons of interpretation owing to a cognitive bias exhibited in its trade and environment disputes, in favor of GATT-driven principles that has enabled it to regulate away internal inconsistencies in the application of environmental regulations under three very different agreements. This paper will conclude that this bias, as manifested in recent TBT dispute reports, has resulted in the narrowing of the scope of the TBT Agreement beyond whatever was intended or foreseen by WTO draftspersons. This paper will posit that this is due principally to a human element that is by and large ignored in the literature.

Section II will introduce the WTO and Appellate Body Secretariats. Section III will discuss prevailing theories on the challenges that trade and environment disputes pose to the WTO. These theories, most of which were presented over a decade ago at the height of WTO dispute settlement activity on environment conservation measures, are still influential in trade circles. I will outline an alternative explanation for the evolution of this activity. Section IV will summarize WTO provisions relevant to environmental regulation. Section V will give an overview of the Appellate Body’s “guide” to environmental regulation in disputes under the GATT, SPS and TBT Agreements. It will demonstrate that the Appellate Body has transposed GATT principles into later SPS and TBT disputes in a manner that, particularly in the case of the TBT Agreement, has blurred important distinctions between different sets of obligations. Section VI will conclude with recommendations.

II. The WTO and Appellate Body Secretariats

The WTO is composed of two Secretariats: the WTO and Appellate Body Secretariats. The WTO website summarizes the WTO Secretariat’s main duties as follows:

“to supply technical and professional support for the various councils and committees, to provide technical assistance for developing countries, to monitor and analyze developments in world trade, to provide information to the public and the media and to organize the ministerial conferences. The Secretariat also provides some forms of legal assistance in the dispute settlement process and advises governments wishing to become Members of the WTO.”19

The WTO Secretariat supports Member actions in relation to the WTO Agreements’ three pillars: negotiations, monitoring and dispute settlement.20 The Appellate Body Secretariat, in contrast, “provides legal and administrative support to the Appellate Body”21, and thus only supports the last of these pillars.22

Negotiations under the first pillar are held under the auspices of the Trade Negotiations Committee (TNC), mandated to negotiate deeper market access commitments and binding rules. Monitoring under the second pillar is carried out under the Trade Policy Review Mechanism (TPRM). Dispute settlement under the third pillar is formally governed by the Membership acting jointly as the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB). There is something of a fluidity to the three pillars: Members negotiate new market access commitments. These and pre-existing commitments are regularly monitored and, where required, enforced by WTO dispute settlement. This structure has been reversed lately, with Members seeking to push new market access commitments
through the backdoor of the third pillar.23 Below, I summarize these developments.24

1. The Demise of the Negotiations Pillar

Uruguay Round negotiators, wary of civil society criticism and adverse press from the abovementioned GATT panel reports condemning US dolphin conservation measures, had hoped that a Committee on Trade and Environment (CTE) could reach a political solution to environmental policy convergence. Sadly, the CTE, composed largely of trade bureaucrats operating largely behind closed doors, failed to deliver on this task. The CTE effectively sought to ‘wish away’ the problem of environmental disputes in the WTO by taking the now discredited position that Members were unlikely to resort to WTO dispute settlement, where alternative dispute settlement mechanisms existed under other environmental agreements.25 This is sometimes cited with irony in the literature as the CTE’s one meaningful contribution to the trade and environment polemic.26 As this paper will elaborate in some detail, the CTE’s failure, rather than yielding a negotiated solution to environmental regulation in the WTO, instead forced environmental regulation into the domain of WTO dispute settlement panels. The result is that the Appellate Body is vested with the final say on the WTO-conformity of any such regulation.

The result is that Members adopt environmental laws under conditions of uncertainty: such measures are liable to challenge by another Member, and to be deemed to violate the WTO Agreements by a dispute panel, thus exposing the adopting Members to trade countermeasures. This uncertainty has hindered institutional developments in the fields of international economic law and international environmental law. On the former, the ease by which Members can trigger dispute settlement procedures stands in contradistinction to the difficulty of successfully negotiating new trade disciplines. This has led to a collective and progressive loss of faith in the WTO’s ability to serve as a forum for deeper multilateral integration, culminating recently in the collapse of the Doha Development round of negotiations.27 On the latter, concerns about the WTO-consistency of proposed environmental agreements have led to a decline in multilateral environmental negotiations — exemplified by the slowdown in negotiations in Cartagena over the Biosafety Protocol to the Convention on Biological Diversity.28

2. The Rise of the Dispute Settlement Mechanism

WTO disputes are governed by the Understanding on rules and procedures governing the settlement of disputes (DSU) annexed to the WTO Agreements. The DSU recognizes that dispute settlement is a “central element in providing security and predictability to the multilateral trading system . . . it serves to preserve the rights and obligations of Members under the covered agreements, and to clarify the existing provisions of those agreements”.29 WTO disputes are formally initiated at the request of the complainant Member, in respect of any trade-related measure adopted or maintained by the respondent Member. These Members must first attempt to reach a negotiated settlement. If they fail to do so the complainant Member may request the establishment of a dispute panel, normally composed of three trade diplomats. The panel’s final report can be appealed to the seven-judge (formally, they are referred to as “members”) Appellate Body on issues of law or legal interpretation.30 Typically, a division composed of three Appellate Body members will review a given panel report.31 Nowadays, most panel reports are appealed.32

WTO rules on the burden of proof emanate from general principles of law, and require the complainant Member to assert and prove its claim. A complainant Member will satisfy its burden when it establishes a prima facie case, namely a case which, in the absence of effective refutation by the respondent Member, requires a panel, as a matter of law, to rule in favor of the complainant Member.33 Where a complainant Member fails to establish a prima facie case, its claim will fail for want of meeting the burden of proof.

A panel’s standard of review under the DSU is neither de novo, nor total deference: “a panel should make an objective assessment of the matter before it, including an objective assessment of the facts of the case and the applicability of and conformity with the relevant covered agreements.”34 For this purpose, a panel may “seek information and technical advice from any individual or body which it deems appropriate”, including notably experts.35 In making findings and recommendations in a given dispute, panels and the Appellate Body cannot “add to or diminish the rights and obligations provided in the covered agreements.”36 Only Members can do so, by way of authoritative interpretations under Art. IX:2 of the Marrakech Agreement. The DSU recognizes that WTO dispute settlement is subject to this qualification.37 The DSU contemplates that a panel’s role is limited to assessing the relative strengths of the arguments presented by the disputing parties. Panels cannot make law, nor can they stray beyond the claims presented to them.

Over time, the Appellate Body has implemented its duty to provide ‘security and predictability’ in WTO Members’ treaty obligations, under the DSU, in a manner that some would regard as running counter to the DSU prohibition against ‘adding to or diminishing from’ Members’ WTO treaty obligations. According to the Appellate Body, adopted panel reports, while formally binding only on the disputing parties, nevertheless “create legitimate expectations among WTO Members, and, therefore should be taken into account where they are relevant to any dispute.”38 Appellate Body reports, further, seem to occupy a status in between adopted panel reports and an authoritative interpretation. In one dispute, a panel departed from “well-established Appellate Body jurisprudence clarifying the interpretation of the same legal issues”, namely on the use of the so-called “zeroing” methodology39 in antidumping investigations. The Appellate Body roundly condemned the panel for doing so, and interpreted the DSU as requiring a panel “absent cogent reasons” to “resolve the same legal question in the same way in a subsequent case.”40

In constraining panels, the Appellate Body introduced stare decisis and judicial law making through the backdoor. It bears mentioning, in this regard, that the Appellate Body has never explicitly reversed itself or openly modified its prior reasoning
on a legal question in its more than 20 years of existence. This may come as a surprise to the reader, given that the seven judges serving it do so under staggered four-year terms with the possibility of only one contract renewal. Further, some of these judges do not have their primary residence in Switzerland. It becomes less of a surprise, however, if the reader considers the understated role the Appellate Body Secretariat plays in facilitating the work of these seven Members. The enduring character of Appellate Body jurisprudence would tend to suggest that the WTO and Appellate Body Secretariats have a larger role to play in facilitating the role of the DSB than has been chronicled in the literature. Indeed, the role of both the WTO and Appellate Body Secretariats is surprisingly ignored in the literature.

Formally, panelists and Appellate Body Members rule on the outcome of a dispute. They normally do so by consensus, notwithstanding provisions in the DSU for the issuance of separate or dissenting opinions. Panel and Appellate Body disputes are guided by the two Secretariats. The WTO Secretariat influences panels in two important respects. First, while disputing Members can agree upon panel composition, they typically do not. WTO litigation is expensive, and can sometimes implicate trade volumes reaching towards the billions of dollars. With so much at stake, disputing Members will typically request the WTO Director-General to compose a neutral panel, acting on the advice of his staff. Second, Panelists are often guided by the legal, factual and technical assistance provided by Secretariat staff, notably in the form of background papers that digest volumes of prior WTO jurisprudence and reams of factual exhibits and party arguments into manageable documents. This process is repeated, *mutatis mutandis*, by the Appellate Body Secretariat following appeals. In most, if not all cases, the authors of the background papers prepared for panels and the Appellate Body are senior WTO legal counselors who are advocating ingrained views on WTO legal doctrine. The WTO and Appellate Body Secretariats’ rosters of legal officers, some of whom served the GATT Secretariat prior to the creation of the WTO, include some of the world’s foremost trade law experts. After spending decades servicing dozens of WTO disputes, it is inevitable that a number of these experts will have developed ingrained views on WTO legal doctrine. Such views, it follows, do not easily lend themselves to a reversal or modification, from one dispute to the next.

Below, I illustrate how a cognitive bias towards first-order GATT-inspired market access and non-discrimination (what I refer to as “first order”) principles that can be found in the analytical approach and sequencing employed in Appellate Body dispute settlement reports on environmental regulation had led to a line of jurisprudence that openly struggles with the WTO-consistency of environmental measures. Before doing so, I summarize alternative theories on trade and environment disputes. This literature addresses WTO disputes in the broader framework of “trade and” disputes, referring to those disputes that implicate regulatory concerns extending well beyond the conventional domain of a WTO dispute involving tariffs or quotas. I compare these theories to my alternative account for the Appellate Body’s analytical approach to environmental regulation.

### II. Prevaling Theories on “Trade and” Disputes

“Trade and” disputes have generated a great deal of literature. This section will give an overview of how trade scholars perceive the *problématique* of “trade and” disputes in the WTO before building on the above discussion of the Secretariats with an alternative proposal. For ease of reference, I have grouped these theories into three distinct categories. I have labeled these the Hermetic Shift, the Constitutional Order and the DSU Conflict.

As I will set out below, the Hermetic Shift is premised on the fragmentation of international legal disciplines. It questions the merit of any convergence of disciplines, given the lack of coherence in international relations. The Constitutional Order is premised either on the existence of global administrative law or, more ambitiously, constitutionalism of international law. Both premises consider that international institutions act beyond the autonomy conferred upon them by states, by drawing upon a pre-existing or foundational set of international norms. Both premises further consider convergence a natural consequence of the expanding role of international institutions. The DSU Conflict is the most difficult to categorize. It is best defined as premised on international legal pluralism: it recognizes the phenomenon of convergence, without ascribing it any dominant value.

#### 1. The Hermetic Shift

Hermetic Shift theorists consider that international economic law was designed to operate in a legal vacuum. To them, the WTO was not designed to handle trade and environment disputes. At its heart, the WTO stems from the dictates of economic theory: its free trade rationale is rooted in Adam Smith’s *laissez-faire* and David Ricardo’s comparative advantage ideologies. Its historical development has consequently fallen out of step with those of the UN institutions such as the UNFCCC, borne out of comity and human rights. As one commentator, Donald McRae puts it: “at the theoretical level, international trade law and international law are in important respects based on different assumptions. The organizing principle for the international trading regime is the economic theory underlying a liberal trade order, that is the principle of comparative advantage; the organizing principle for international law, by comparison, is the concept of the sovereignty of states . . . International law is built on the fundamental construct of a community of sovereign states whose relations with each other is the substance of the discipline — international trade law runs counter to that construct and in significant ways acts to undermine it.”

Despite these differences, these two disciplines have converged towards the end of the 20th century. As another commentator, Joost Pauwelyn states: “with the end of the Cold War and the accession of many former communist countries to the Bretton Woods institutions, the separation [between different fields of international law] was no longer self-evident. The increased inter-dependence between states and between issue-areas (e.g., trade and environment, human rights and economic development) makes the strict separation between different fields of international law all the more artificial.”
Jeffrey Dunoff, in a widely-cited paper, identified subject-matter convergence as the driver of trade and environment disputes. Writing on the apparent demise of the international trade regime, he describes the impact of so-called “trade and” issues on two trade liberalization models, the realist58 collective action model (CAM) and the liberalist embedded liberalism model (ELM). Dunoff illustrated that both models are undermined by “trade and” issues. CAM is premised on the failure, in international relations, that would result if states each acted individually in economic relations. “Trade and” issues, for Dunoff, frame the failure instead as one of uneven distribution in substantive international obligations. ELM, which juxtaposes shared decision-making in international affairs with a state’s exclusive control over domestic affairs, for Dunoff, is undermined as those matters deemed domestic and thus reserved to the sovereign prerogative of states are instead scrutinized in an international forum. “Trade and” disputes thus blur the lines between the domestic and international, and render the distinction drawn by ELM a false dichotomy.

Sanford Gaines, another trade scholar, finds that convergence between trade and environmental laws is problematic due to the use of the more normative WTO dispute settlement mechanisms to induce compliance with non-WTO treaty obligations that the DSU is poorly equipped to handle. For Gaines, while “modern international trade law . . . has the relatively easy task of establishing agreed ground rules about when and how governments are permitted to or prohibited from adopting national policies that interfere with these private transactions or distort the terms of market competition that drive the transactions . . . environmental law is vastly more complex and contingent than trade law: complex because almost every human behavior has multiple environmental effects; contingent because regulation of those effects depends on our incomplete, ever-changing, and irreducibly uncertain scientific understanding of the natural world.” For Hermetic Shift theorists, the WTO’s trade rules, if used to adjudicate non-WTO environmental treaty terms beyond the remit of ‘ordinary’ trade matters, will yield outcomes that twist and turn the environmental treaty terms.

2. The Constitutional Order

Constitutional Order theorists consider that the prevalence of trade and environment disputes signals the convergence of different legal disciplines in international relations. These theorists thus propose a counter-narrative to proponents of fragmentation in international law, such as DSU theorists. Beyond this, ‘constitutionalization’ can mean different things to different commentators — and the debate has been aptly likened to the fabled elephant in the hand of six blind men by one commentator.

Against this caveat, Joseph Weiler and Ernst Petersmann are the most frequently cited proponents of international constitutionalization. Weiler defines constitutionalization as possessing a normative and social element. Writing on the formation of the EU, he identified the normative element as the creation of a ‘higher’ body of EU law. Weiler credits the European Court of Justice with shaping the relationship between community law and municipal law as one “indistinguishable from analogous legal relationships in constitutional federal states.” The social element, for Weiler, developed through the progressive formation of a federalized “European entity.” It is less clear whether the normative element is a precondition to the social element. However, in later and more doctrinal writing on legitimacy and governance, he suggests that the social element is, indeed, the “output” of the normative element.

Writing on the WTO, Weiler found elements of both present, but lacking in some important respects. On the normative element, he found that the WTO Secretariat did not operate completely free from ‘external influences’, by which he [probably] meant large trading Members’ influence. Weiler attributed the lack of institutional independence to shortcomings with the WTO’s judicial organs. Weiler considered that the Appellate Body’s focus on Oxford English Dictionary definitions to ascertain the “ordinary meaning of words” and treaty provisions in disputes, in particular, prevented it from meaningfully engaging with the more difficult and systemic issues presented by “trade and” disputes — issues capable of shaping the social element, leading to an epistemic trade community.

For Petersmann, constitutionalization is a rights-based phenomenon. Unlike Weiler’s judge-driven model, Petersmann’s model is premised on a more substantive notion of federalism grounded in Kantian philosophy on individual autonomy and freedom. In Petersmann’s view, international relations are conducted against the backdrop of unalterable fundamental rights. International trade serves as a conduit for enjoyment of these rights: “the fact that most people spend most of their time on their ‘economic freedoms’ (e.g. to produce and exchange goods and services including one’s labour and ideas) illustrates that, for most people, economic liberties are no less important than civil and political freedoms.” In Petersmann’s view, WTO panels can and indeed should adjudicate more candidly on the full range of “trade and” disputes, particularly those affecting the environment, and human rights. [More] Controversially, Petersmann views Bretton Woods institutions, spearheaded by the GATT, as creating a “right to trade” which must be weighed and balanced against these other fundamental rights.

In later writing, Petersmann would focus on the fragmentation of human rights law, with emphasis on disparate horizontal and regional instruments, and international economic law, through studying the proliferation of bilateral investment treaty obligations, to argue for a grander constitutional order marshalled by a UN-led collective pursuit of human rights protection. In this vein, he would emphasize the need for judicial cooperation in applying so-called “constitutional methodologies” to coordinate between judgments of various international courts and tribunals. Petersmann would likely consider that trade and environment disputes in the WTO should be (but aren’t presently) adjudicated upon through adherence to uniform canons of international judicial adjudication, to avoid the types of fragmentation problems that Hermetic Shift theorists observe in relation to environmental regulation disputes.
3. The DSU Conflict

The DSU flipped GATT 1947 dispute settlement rules. Under the GATT 1947, Contracting Parties could forum shop within the GATT, and block adoption of an adverse panel report owing to the positive consensus rule. This rule required all Contracting Parties to vote in favor of a panel report before it could become part of the GATT acquis, allowing the losing party to block its adoption. Dispute settlement under the GATT was thus weak, and Contracting Parties preferred negotiated solutions to formal dispute settlement. Under the WTO, in contrast, a negative consensus rule results in the automatic adoption of panel reports, except where all Members block it.

Under the DSU, further, forum shopping is prohibited due to the now-exclusive jurisdiction of WTO panels. Panel proceedings are subject to strict time frames, of six months for completion of panel reports and 60 days for completion of Appellate Body reports. Once the findings and conclusions in these reports are formally adopted by the DSB, the latter may recommend, where appropriate, that the respondent Member bring its measures into conformity within a reasonable period of time. Upon expiration of this period of time, the complaining Member can, in principle, seek to retaliate through countermeasures. Such retaliation, which is prospective in nature, may be fixed to a level “equivalent” to the level of economic harm caused by the offending measure(s).

WTO dispute settlement is thus broad, compulsory, adversarial, and can often result in economic retaliation. DSU Conflict Debate theorists focus on the first two aspects. They point out that WTO treaty obligations are worded as open-ended prohibitions, violations of which can all too easily be alleged by a complainant Member. They also point out that the terms of the DSU oblige Members to resort to WTO dispute settlement when seeking “the redress of a violation of obligations or other nullification or impairment of benefits under the covered agreements or an impediment to the attainment of any objective of the covered agreements.”

This leads them to argue that the DSU has ‘attracted jurisdiction’ away from non-WTO treaties. Gabrielle Marceau, a WTO legal counselor, phrased the problem in the following terms: “a WTO Member may seek redress for a violation of a human rights treaty before a human rights court. Yet, WTO Members seem to have precluded themselves from engaging in any debate on whether human rights courts would order remedies having any trade-related impact inconsistent with WTO law. At the same time, WTO Members have human rights commitments, and all states must respect all their international rights and obligations at all times.”

Eric Posner and John Yoo consider that the DSU’s extensive jurisdiction is so broad that it may actually deter sovereign states from complying. To back this claim with empirical data, the authors use proxy indicators for “effectiveness,” which they concede is a “difficult” measure to apply as a dependent variable. Using the proxies of compliance, usage and budget to measure effectiveness, the authors submit by means of a strong hypothesis that there is a negative correlation between effectiveness and independence. A weaker hypothesis reserved by the authors is that “there is no evidence for positive correlation between independence and effectiveness.” The authors conclude, based on findings that Member States are taking conspicuously longer to comply with DSB recommendations, that the DSB “will have diminished chances of success, as already indicated by steps taken by states to avoid or weaken their jurisdiction.”

DSU Conflict theorists, without necessarily ascribing any value judgments to trade and environment disputes, attribute their prevalence in the WTO to a procedural feature of dispute settlement rules. WTO panels, to them, simply have to deal with these disputes in the best way possible. Where they stray too far, they risk having their recommendations ignored by the losing party.

4. Assessment of the Theories and an Alternative Thesis

The Hermetic Shift theory considers that panels and the Appellate Body do not have the tools to properly adjudicate trade and environment disputes under the WTO Agreements. The GATT 1947 dispute settlement mechanism gave Contracting Parties a way out: the US, it is recalled, voted against adopting those adverse GATT panel reports that restricted its ability to adopt dolphin conservation measures. Such reports floated around the GATT universe thereafter as specious sources of persuasive authority: out of sight, and out of mind. Under the WTO, however, adoption is the default rule. Every trade and environmental dispute adjudicated by a panel creates new WTO ‘law’ that hurts or benefits either economic law or environmental law foundations, at the cost of the other, and thus exacerbates fragmentation. In a similar vein, the DSU Conflict theory posits that neither panels nor the Appellate Body really have a choice in hearing a dispute: whenever Members frame a complaint as a violation of WTO obligations, they must adjudicate upon the matters raised therein. The Constitutional Order theory is more prescriptive. It considers that fragmentation notwithstanding, panels and the Appellate Body should engage with their broader roles in an expanding trade or global constitution to resolve “hard cases.” That the DSU “attracts jurisdiction” is, if anything, indicative of the need for such action.

Empirical evidence supporting any of these theories is weak. The Hermetic Shift theory better summarizes the pre-WTO GATT 1947 position on trade and environment disputes. GATT panels were wary that allowing environmental conservation measures to pass muster would somehow allow these measures to ‘trump’ trade obligations. Yet, as will become clear in my below discussion of the SPS and TBT Agreements, these two texts were specifically designed with environmental regulation in mind. Rather than view such regulation as a threat to the trading system, WTO drafters saw the merit in setting some binding rules to limit the discriminatory or disproportionate elements of environmental regulation, which panels are in turn meant to enforce. The DSU Conflict theory, in turn, is circular — as applied to trade and environment disputes, it assumes that any and all environmental measures can be framed as a trade measure. Thus, under the expansive terms of...
the DSU, any environmental measure can be challenged before a WTO panel. If this is indeed true, this has more to do with the fact that most WTO obligations are drafted as open-ended prohibitions against certain conduct than with the DSU’s compulsory jurisdiction clause per se. A further flaw with the DSU Conflict theory is that it assumes away the critical role of states in initiating WTO disputes against trading partners. In the absence of any prosecutorial authority vested in the two Secretariats, these states are surely more to blame for the expansive reach of the DSU than the text of the DSU itself. Lastly, the Constitutional Order theory has explicitly been rejected by the Appellate Body, the same body meant to be charged with creating an epistemological community of free or liberalized traders. Leaving this aside, further, Panel and Appellate Body reports are filled with claims that are not addressed for reasons of “judicial economy”. One would expect tribunals in a constitutional setting not to engage in such issue-avoidance techniques, but rather make sweeping doctrinal statements on trade and environment principles.

I would propose a far more functional theory. Building upon my discussion in the previous Section on the role legal officers within the WTO and Appellate Body Secretariats, I would posit that legal officers advise panels and the Appellate Body through the lens of a GATT 1947 lawyer: with a keen eye for circumvention of GATT non-discrimination principles, and a sense of skepticism, if not measured disdain, towards any measure that curtails market access principles. This GATT 1947 perspective, in turn, filters its way into panel and Appellate Body reports.

Whereas, as previously mentioned, the GATT grew into 15 separate agreements, the analytical approach to be followed by panels did not likewise develop into 15 separate analytical approaches. Rather, the analytical approach that WTO and Appellate Body Secretariat staff adopt when advising panels and the Appellate Body, respectively, stays largely faithful to GATT first order principles that we will define below: namely, those relating to market access, non-discrimination and necessity, all buttressed by a skeptical attitude towards Members’ purported justifications for the promulgation of ‘non-tariff barriers’, of which environmental regulation formed an historically contentious subcategory.

**IV. Domestic Regulation in the WTO**

Below, I will compare and contrast GATT disciplines relevant to environmental regulation from SPS and TBT disciplines. The following Section introduces GATT key disciplines, alongside analogous SPS and TBT disciplines. It will seek to underline the distinct analytical approach panels are meant to adopt when resolving an SPS or TBT dispute.

1. **The GATT**

   **Scope**

   The GATT applies, broadly, to any “measure” that nullifies or impairs any of its benefit, or frustrates attainment of any of its objectives. At a minimum, these measures include: “rules and formalities in connection with importation or exportation”; “internal taxes and other internal charges, and laws, regulations and requirements affecting the internal sale”; and measures resulting in the “prohibitions or restrictions” of products.

   **Market Access**

   Market access under the GATT refers to the elimination of quantitative restrictions on goods. In the course of the negotiations leading up to the Uruguay Round, WTO Members had embarked upon a process of ‘tariffication’ of ‘non-tariff’ quantitative restrictions, particularly non-automatic import and export licenses, and quotas. The GATT generally prohibits quantitative restrictions in form and effect. GATT tariff schedules follow the World Customs Organization (WCO) Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System (HS).

   **Non-discrimination: National Treatment (NT)**

   NT prohibits WTO Members from treating imported products less favorably than “like” products. This prohibition applies to any measure adversely affecting imported products in law or in fact. In determining whether a measure adversely affects ‘like’ imported products, a WTO dispute panel will typically assess the extent to which the measure at issue has modified the “conditions of competition” in favor of the ‘like’ domestic product. In this context, likeness, is determined with respect to the following four criteria: (a) product end-uses; (b) consumer tastes and preferences; (c) physical characteristics; and (d) tariff classifications.

   **Non-discrimination: Most Favored Nation (MFN)**

   MFN prohibits WTO Members from treating imported products from some Members less favorably than “like” imported products from other Members. Any “advantage” granted by a Member must be accorded, unconditionally, to other Members, whether or not these Members joined the WTO later by accession, and were thus not party to the original tariff or service commitment negotiations. As with NT, MFN applies to measures affording an unfair advantage in law or in fact, unless such measures were specifically exempted when commitments were initially scheduled. Whenever such ‘advantage’ is established, a violation of MFN is established with no additional inquiry into the “conditions of competition” necessary. It bears mentioning that in the MFN context, likeness is understood to focus more narrowly on physical characteristics and tariff classifications.

   **General Exemptions**

   WTO Members may derogate from the three principles outlined above, whether for “security interests” or by operation of the “general exemptions” clauses that allow Members to impose trade restrictions “necessary” to protect stated objectives, notably the protection of public morals, human, animal or plant health, and/or to secure compliance with domestic laws or regulations not otherwise inconsistent with the WTO Agreements. The GATT also allows Members to impose restrictions “related to” the conservation of exhaustible natural resources, where made effective with reductions in domestic consumption. In all instances, Members must satisfy the requirements of the
so-called “chapeau” which requires that the measures at issue are “not applied in a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries where the same conditions prevail, or a disguised restriction on international trade”. These standards impart meaning to one another, and seek to filter out foreseeable discrimination in the application of a measure, as distinct from inadvertent or unavoidable discrimination.

In disputes where the disputing Members are party to international law instruments bearing upon any of the relevant exemptions, dispute panels and the Appellate Body have shown a greater willingness to consider these instruments as satisfying the chapeau. However, the precise status of non-WTO treaties in dispute settlement is unsettled. While the Appellate Body has shown itself willing to consider the terms of such treaties where the disputing parties are signatories as relevant interpretive context, in other disputes it has refused to consider the relevance of those treaties that fail to reflect the “common intention of all parties”. This sets a high bar, particularly when one considers that the WTO membership counts certain separate customs territories that are otherwise unrecognized under international law.

2. SPS & TBT

Scope

The SPS Agreement applies to all “laws, decrees, regulations, requirements and procedures” bearing on human, animal or plant health risk regulation; sanitary matters arising from the risks of entry, establishment and spread of pests, diseases or disease-causing organisms or from additives, contaminants or toxins in food and feedstuffs; and pest-related damages. Given that these operate as a ‘carve out’ from the TBT Agreement, SPS measures should be narrowly defined. Nevertheless, SPS measures have sometimes been interpreted widely to apply to related processes and production methods, including the applicable administrative provisions, with which compliance is mandatory.

The TBT Agreement defines a technical regulation as any “document” which lays down “product characteristics or their related processes and production methods, including the applicable administrative provisions, with which compliance is mandatory.” Whether a measure is a technical regulation will turn on the extent to which it lays down “product characteristics.” A full or partial import ban can constitute a technical regulation.

The default rule is that SPS and TBT Agreements operate in mutual exclusion: they cannot apply to the same element of a measure. In theory, however, they can apply to different elements of the same measure.

Necessity Test & Post-Discrimination

Proportionality Standard

The SPS and TBT Agreements both refer to the GATT general exemptions clause in their preambles. Both agreements further the objectives of the GATT in the realm of product standards. The SPS Agreement, by its terms, authorizes Members to adopt only those measures necessary to protect human, animal or plant health, provided they are backed by “sufficient scientific evidence”. The TBT Agreement is broader than the GATT in allowing Members to pursue any “legitimate objectives”, which a panel must assess against the “risks non-fulfillment would create.” An important distinction is that while the GATT general exemptions clause is, by its terms, an affirmative defense for a respondent Member to invoke to show that its contested measures were “necessary” to achieve a stated objective, the SPS and TBT Agreements frame the necessity requirement as an obligation of the complainant.

Importantly, both Agreements go beyond the GATT general exemptions clause in requiring Members to adopt standards that are “not more trade-restrictive than necessary”. These common provisions contemplate that an SPS or TBT measure can be found to violate WTO law even if they do not discriminate, in law or in fact, against imports. Specifically, they can be found to be WTO-inconsistent if a less trade-restrictive measure is available. Such measure must be both technically and economically feasible to implement, and achieve the respondent’s stated level of protection. This proportionality standard thus embodies a “post-discrimination” standard, which extends the reach of the SPS and TBT Agreements beyond the reach of GATT non-discrimination principles.

Harmonization and the Role of International Standards

The SPS and TBT Agreements encourage Members to harmonize standards. To incentivize Members to harmonize on a broad basis, the agreements afford safe harbor to standards that are “based on” relevant international standards. The agreements differ on the parameters of this safe harbor. The SPS Agreement deems all domestic regulation “in conformity with” existing international standards to pass the necessity test, and presumes them to be consistent with the WTO Agreements as a whole. The TBT Agreement requires Members to use existing international standards “as a basis” for their technical regulations, unless such standards are “an inappropriate or ineffective means to achieve” their legitimate objectives. However, the TBT Agreement presumes all conforming measures to be consistent only with its terms, and not, for instance, with the GATT.

The SPS Agreement defines “international standards” restrictively as those adopted under the aegis of the Codex Alimentarius Commission, the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE) and the International Plant Protection Convention (IPPC). Under the TBT Agreement, on the other hand, whether a standard qualifies as an “international standard” turns on an enquiry of the issuing “international standardization body”, which must be a body with recognized activities in standardization, whose membership is open to at least all WTO Members. Neither the SPS nor the TBT Agreement requires qualifying standards to be adopted by consensus. This seems to confer on relevant international bodies some quasi-legislative status under the WTO.

Less Favorable Treatment (NT & MFN)

The SPS and TBT Agreements both contain combined references to MFN and NT. The SPS Agreement requires Members to adopt measures that do not “arbitrarily or unjustifiably
discriminate between Members where identical or similar conditions prevail, including between their own territory and that of other Members.”¹³⁹ Similarly, the TBT Agreement requires “treatment no less favorable than that accorded to like products of national origin and to like products originating in any other country”.¹⁴⁰

It is recalled that SPS standards protect living organisms from pests or diseases in foodstuffs. SPS measures are thus tailored to specific risks, expressed, in terms of a Member’s stated level of protection. This level of protection is typically gauged in terms of the residual risk that remains following implementation of an SPS measure.¹⁴¹ Depending on how low the residual risk is set, an SPS measure can affect a range of products even in the absence of any competitive situations. Llikeness under the SPS Agreement is thus assessed in relation to the levels of residual risks set in analogous situations, which in essence focuses on the regulatory purposes behind SPS measures.¹⁴² In practice, likeness is nary a live issue in in SPS disputes — rather, it tends to be assumed, for the reason that no respondent Member will want to argue that the risks posed by the underlying imported goods are unrelated to the risks redressed by its contested measure. Though literature is sparse on this point, it is submitted that doing so would likely signal the absence of any SPS-compliant justification for the resulting market access restriction, and thus result in an admission of a GATT violation.

TBT product standards can also apply to analogously wide product groups, for instance in relation to carcinogen warning labels. It can thus be argued that the “like” product in both agreements should also be assessed primarily against the regulatory purpose of the relevant measure.¹⁴³ This becomes particularly compelling if we recall that the same measure can have divisible SPS and TBT components:¹⁴⁴ to assess the SPS component of this measure as applying to a product group differing in scope from the TBT component of the same measure would be anomalous. Yet, panels have been instructed by the Appellate Body to approach likeness under the TBT Agreement primarily with reference to the four GATT competitive relations factors.¹⁴⁵ As I will discuss below in my discussion of Appellate Body jurisprudence, an inquiry into regulatory purpose under the TBT has been limited to a non-discrimination analysis of “even-handedness” between imported and domestic products (a concept borrowed from the GATT chapeau).¹⁴⁶

V. THE APPELLATE BODY’S GUIDE TO WTO-CONSISTENT DOMESTIC REGULATION

The sequencing of an SPS/TBT analysis differs from that of a GATT analysis. Whereas a GATT panel will first assess whether there is a market access or non-discrimination violation, followed by consideration of the necessity justifications put forward by the respondent Member, a proper SPS/TBT analysis should proceed in the reverse order. This is because both agreements presume, to some degree, that domestic regulation will distort trade. Such sequencing, further, stays faithful to the object and purpose of the SPS and TBT Agreements, which, it is recalled, are elaborations of the GATT’s ‘general exemptions’ clause.

Under this approach, a complainant Member should first substantiate its claim that a respondent Member’s SPS or TBT measure is not necessary to achieve its stated purpose, through identification of a lesser trade-restrictive alternative measure, with those alternative measures conforming to a relevant international standard being the most compelling. Importantly, it is incumbent on the complainant Member to make its case, by satisfying applicable rules on the burden of proof.¹⁴⁷ Only when it does so should the respondent Member provide justifications for the contested measure, including rebutting the appropriateness of any suggested alternative measures proffered by the complainant Member. A SPS or TBT panel should first consider the necessity of the contested measure as a threshold issue, before assessing whether or to what extent the measure accords less favorable treatment to imports. Importantly, beyond an assessment of necessity, the DSU does not authorize panels to evaluate the appropriateness of the contested measure in the abstract. They may only do so where they determine that the complainant Member has made a prima facie showing of WTO-inconsistency. Where a contested SPS or TBT measure is not necessary, moreover, no further enquiry into less favorable treatment, discriminatory or otherwise, is warranted. Its trade-restrictive impacts become disproportionate, notwithstanding this further enquiry.

Below, after summarizing the Appellate Body’s GATT analysis, I will show that, in spite of the important distinctions summarized above, the Appellate Body’s SPS analysis has ignored proportionality altogether. The Appellate Body’s TBT analysis, further, not only ignores the proportionality standard: it ignores the proper sequencing of a TBT dispute and is, effectively, tainted by the wholesale importation of material elements of the Appellate Body’s conventional GATT analysis.

1. GATT

Building upon decades of GATT jurisprudence, environmental regulation resulting in a complete or partial ban on imports are almost mechanically found to violate GATT provisions on MFN, NT and/or market access, except in those circumstances where the “likeness” between imported and domestic products is less clear cut.¹⁴⁸ In those instances, a close analysis of physical characteristics, and tariff classifications (in addition to product end-uses and consumer tastes and preferences, in the NT context) may compel a panel to find no violation, on the basis that the products at issue are not alike. In a typical GATT dispute, however, framing a violation as a quantitative restriction, such as a full or partial import ban, or regulatory discrimination through establishing likeness under NT or MFN, and subsequent treatment less favorable, is straightforward for a complainant Member.

Necessity

In such disputes, the final outcome will normally hinge on whether such regulation can satisfy both limbs of the necessity analysis contained in the ‘general exemptions’ clause. This clause requires, first, that there be a nexus between the measure and the stated objective and, second, that the measure passes the ‘chapeau’ test of even-handed application. The nexus under the first limb is expressed either in terms of a “necessity” threshold, where the
stated objective relates to the protection of public morals, human, animal or plant health, or to secure compliance with domestic laws or regulations not otherwise inconsistent with the WTO Agreements, or as a “related to” threshold for the conservation of exhaustible natural resources. Such natural resources have been interpreted, broadly, to apply to “clean air” and sea turtles. “Necessity” is a tougher threshold to meet than “related to”. It requires a “material” contribution to the achievement of the stated objective. In an assessment of this nexus, “the contribution of the measure has to be weighed against its trade restrictiveness, taking into account the importance of the interests of the values underlying the objective pursued.” An assessment of measures “related to” the conservation of exhaustible natural resources, in contrast, hinges on a “close and genuine relationship of ends and means.” Typically, respondent Members have not faced difficulties meeting either relational threshold.

**THE CHAPEAU: EVEN-HANDEDNESS AND ITS LIMITS**

Respondent Members have fared worse under the chapeau test. The chapeau, it is recalled, filters out discrimination in the way that the contested measure is applied. It addresses a form of discrimination that is unrelated to the violation of, for instance, MFN or NT. The chapeau has been met successfully in one dispute to date, involving US sea turtle conservation measures restricting the sale of imported shrimp products. In the original proceedings, the Appellate Body found elements of “unjustifiable discrimination” in the conservation measures, for allowing certain Members longer grace periods to adapt to the measures than others, and “arbitrary discrimination” in the manner in which certification decisions under the measures were undertaken with respect to certain Members with zero to comparatively low accidental takings of sea turtles. More broadly, the Appellate Body was critical of the failure by the US to engage in “serious, across-the-board negotiations with the objective of concluding bilateral or multilateral agreements for the protection and conservation of sea turtles” before “enforcing the import prohibition against the shrimp exports of those other Members.”

In ensuing compliance proceedings, the US streamlined its certification process and engaged in bilateral and regional sea turtle conservation negotiations, while maintaining an import ban on South Asian shrimp. Malaysia, one of the principal complainants, argued that the US was obliged to successfully conclude negotiations prior to maintaining its measures. The Appellate Body disagreed, finding that such a requirement had no basis in the GATT or chapeau. The US effectively pushed the Appellate Body’s reasoning to its natural limits, by complying with the Appellate Body by removing all discriminatory and arbitrary aspects of its impugned conservation measures. Once it did so, the Appellate Body had little choice but to accept that the US had complied with its earlier recommendations, at the risk of otherwise adding an onerous and ultra vires requirement that states conclude negotiations before they can meet the chapeau test.

Since these proceedings, complainant Members have stopped litigating environmental measures primarily under the GATT — possibly for fear that the Appellate Body had revealed a blueprint for evading GATT chapeau disciplines. They have turned instead to the SPS and TBT Agreements. In more recent years, GATT claims have featured as subsidiary claims that are only assessed in those rare instances where contested measures fall outside the broad scope of the SPS and TBT Agreements.

**ASSESSMENT**

Under the GATT, panels must first determine whether there has been a substantive treaty violation. If a panel finds a violation, the environmental regulation’s compliance with the WTO standard will depend on whether the respondent Member can demonstrate that the regulation is applied even-handedly between different Members, and between imports and like domestic products. Such a finding, coupled with good faith negotiations that achieve an international consensus on the underlying policy objective, can clear the chapeau hurdle.

**2. SPS**

The narrow definition of an SPS measure suggests that the SPS Agreement was not designed to apply to environmental regulation per se, but rather to a subset of food and feed regulation. That said, the SPS Agreement can apply, and indeed has applied, more broadly to those environmental risks that are regulated by WTO Members as a food and feed regulation. This has been the case with the EU and its legal frameworks for hormones and GMOs.

Where SPS disciplines apply and the complainant Member has made a prima facie showing of inconsistency with a provision of the SPS Agreement, the Appellate Body begins with an assessment of the measure’s necessity. Necessity can be demonstrated by the respondent Member in two ways. First, where an SPS measure conforms to a qualifying international standard. It is recalled, in this respect, that the SPS recognizes a closed list of qualifying international bodies. Second, Members can diverge from international standards and satisfy necessity by showing that the measure is “based on” a scientific justification or a risk assessment.

**NO CLEAR GUIDELINES ON THE PROPORTIONALITY STANDARD**

Most SPS disputes on environmental regulation to date have focused on this second avenue. Factors relevant to conducting the required risk assessment include: “relevant inspection, sampling and testing methods; prevalence of specific diseases or pests; existence of pest- or disease-free areas; relevant ecological and environmental conditions; and quarantine or other treatment.” Appellate Body decisions on these cases have highlighted two features. First, such Members may factor socio-political considerations into their risk assessments. This is surprising, as such considerations logically feature more naturally in risk management, an altogether separate inquiry. Risk management, while not expressly addressed in the SPS Agreement, finds some expression in those provisions on a Member’s stated or desired regulatory level of protection. Second, while general WTO transparency-related considerations require that a WTO Member’s stated or desired regulatory level of protection be sufficiently discernible from surrounding circumstances, the
Appellate Body has accepted, somewhat counter-intuitively, that ambiguities in defining their level of protection may actually insulate respondent Members from a finding that a less trade-restrictive alternative measure exists. These two factors may suggest that the Appellate Body has blunted the application of the proportionality standard to its SPS analysis.

**EVEN-HANDEDNESS: NO LIMITS**

I predicate that the Appellate Body’s findings on a Member’s level of protection may have blunted the application of the proportionality standard as the Appellate Body has never actually moved far enough along in its SPS analyses to apply it. Instead, it has incorporated into its necessity assessment a requirement that panels assess the even-handedness of an SPS measure in a manner analogous to that required under the first limb of the GATT necessity analysis. While meeting the relational threshold is easy for respondent Members in a GATT dispute, in the SPS context it calls upon respondent Members to adduce clear scientific evidence. Where the adduced by the respondent Member is ambiguous, panels will actively solicit the views of experts on the proper application of SPS measures. These experts, in turn, have provided assessments that panels have, at times, cherry-picked from to question the merits of the underlying scientific basis for a contested measure, and the reasoning of the risk assessor based on the available science. The Appellate Body has regularly upheld panels’ factual determination that the respondent’s scientific justifications in a given dispute have been found lacking, either due to the lack of specificity of studies relied upon or ambiguities as between the scientific conclusions and the SPS measure, or the SPS measure and the respondents’ stated levels of protection. The Appellate Body has done so, while accepting that Members’ may base their SPS measures on non-mainstream science.

**ASSESSMENT**

Under the SPS Agreement, the WTO-consistency of environmental regulation, surprisingly, does not hinge on a proportionality standard. This is odd, given the possibility that Members have of basing SPS measures on a range of non-mainstream or majority science. Such a standard would have required a complainant Member to establish that the respondent Member’s environmental regulation is more trade restrictive than necessary to achieve the respondent Member’s stated level of protection. Instead, the Appellate Body has directed that environmental regulation be first assessed against a searching necessity analysis, culminating in an examination of the relational nexus between contested measure and stated objective based on the first limb of a GATT necessity analysis. This examination assesses a measure’s relational links to underlying scientific justification, and the respondent Member’s stated level of protection. All other things being equal, such a heightened necessity analysis will tend to disfavor the respondent Member, in prompting it to show that its measure meets a scientific certainty test in a manner that, effectively, relieves the complainant Member of any obligation to show a reasonable alternative measure in the course of proceedings. Ironically, while this favors the complainant Member in the short term, it works to its disadvantage in the medium to long term, inasmuch as the lack of any readily identifiable reasonable alternatives creates ambiguities in compliance proceedings that can be exploited by the respondent Member.

It bears mentioning that the lack of environmental disputes litigated under the SPS Agreement since issuance of a panel report on GMOs bears possible testimony to the over-stringency of SPS disciplines. While evidence on this point is anecdotal, respondent Members seem to prefer framing environmental regulation as TBT measures rather than SPS measures. Complainant Members, for reasons I will elaborate upon below, are only too happy to base their claims under the TBT Agreement.

3. **TBT**

It bears noting at the outset that, while the Appellate Body has drawn a relatively clear line between environmental regulations regulated by the SPS Agreement as distinct from the GATT, precisely where the line is drawn between an environmental regulation that is a TBT technical regulation as distinct from a GATT measure is currently an open question. This is exacerbated by the lack of any clear guidance on whether a measure deemed consistent with one preempts a violation of the other. It bears emphasizing that such ambiguities would have been avoided altogether if the Appellate Body had followed its SPS sequencing, and reversed its TBT analysis to first analyze the necessity of the TBT measure. This would have allowed the Appellate Body, where a contested measure is alleged to violate both the GATT and TBT Agreements, to begin a TBT analysis where its GATT analysis closes.

Be that as it may, current ambiguities allow a complainant Member to frame GATT challenges to environmental regulations under the [slightly] more stringent disciplines of the TBT Agreement. In this vein, the Appellate Body recently disposed of a spike of TBT appeals on a US ban on clove cigarettes, a US dolphin conservation measures restricting the sale of imported tuna products, US country of origin labeling requirements for imported meat products, and an EU restriction on seal fur and other byproducts.

**THE GATT APPROACH YIELDS ITS LIMITS**

The Appellate Body’s TBT analysis, as mentioned above, does not begin with a necessity analysis. Instead, the Appellate Body reverted in its recent TBT decisions to its GATT analysis. It thus starts its enquiry with a determination of product likeness, and an assessment of whether the contested measure treats imported products less favorably than like imported or domestic products. Likeness, in this context, does not follow an SPS-type analysis of regulatory purpose, but rather mirrors GATT-type competitive relations factors. Where less favorable treatment is established, the Appellate Body directs additional enquiry into whether this treatment “stems exclusively from legitimate regulatory distinctions.” This additional enquiry, which finds no textual basis in the TBT Agreement, draws upon elements of the GATT NT and chapeau provisions, and requires a respondent Member to show that its measure is properly “calibrated” to the
risks it seeks to mitigate.\textsuperscript{184} In practice, all TBT measures to date have failed this amorphous ‘calibration’ test.

In a development that parallels the above-cited GATT dispute concerning US sea turtle conservation measures, however, the Appellate Body’s most recent TBT decision, issued in end-November 2015, saw the US lose the appeal, it can comply with the Appellate Body’s ruling through cosmetic amendment to its certification requirements, which the Appellate Body will be precedent-bound to ratify as TBT consistent in any follow-up compliance proceedings. Having zeroed in on the Appellate Body’s GATT-style legal analysis, the US, as it did in the above-referenced shrimp dispute again pushed the Appellate Body to the limits of its non-discrimination analysis, by chipping away at all but one of those aspects of its conservation measures that the Appellate Body had deemed improperly ‘calibrated’. Had the Appellate Body steered closer to the text of the TBT Agreement, by focusing less on discrimination (as there was none present) and more on the feasibility of lesser trade-restrictive alternatives, it could have availed itself of some of the lesser trade-restrictive alternative measures proposed by the complainant, Mexico, to strike down the US measure on other grounds. As I will elaborate upon below, however, the Appellate Body has instead elected to distance itself from the proportionality standard in TBT case law.

\textbf{The better analytical approach}

Pursuant to an SPS-type analysis, which it at one stage seemed to follow in earlier TBT disputes,\textsuperscript{187} the Appellate Body should have started its enquiry with a necessity analysis, either by examining relevant international standards cited by the complainant, or by assessing the extent to which the measure at issue is based on a legitimate objective.

Most TBT disputes have focused on the relevance of an existing international standard. A complainant Member here must do more than show that a relevant standard exists. It must also show that the standard is “appropriate” and/or “effective” to achieve the respondent Member’s legitimate objective.\textsuperscript{188} A respondent Member could challenge the standard on the basis of climactic particularities or technology gaps, or because it aspires to more stringent standards than the international standard — reflecting it’s stated or desired regulatory level of protection in the TBT context.\textsuperscript{189}

Were a Member to diverge from relevant international standards, it would need to satisfy a necessity standard, by showing, as required in an SPS analysis, that the measure is based on a legitimate objective. The starting point in a panel’s analysis here would not be the TBT provision addressing less favorable treatment, teeing up the free-standing calibration test, but rather the proportionality provision requiring Members to adopt TBT measures that are the least restrictive to trade.\textsuperscript{190} No additional enquiry into less favorable treatment should be required where the measure at issue is deemed disproportionate.

\textbf{Assessment}

Under the TBT Agreement, the WTO-consistency of environmental regulation turns on the respondent Member’s satisfying a GATT chapeau-style even-handedness assessment. This is because the Appellate Body has largely framed its TBT analysis in the same terms as its GATT analysis. The result, it is submitted, is the transformation of the TBT into a ‘GATT 2.0’, where the burden of proof favors the complainant Member, and contested measures are unlikely to survive the a freestanding ‘calibration’ test. Though this calibration test is no less exacting than the even-handedness test applied in the SPS context, a potentially infinite range of international standards and the absence of any pervasive requirement to adduce supporting scientific justification seems to make litigating environmental regulation under the TBT Agreement the more attractive of the three agreements for complainant and respondent Members alike.

As with its SPS case law, the Appellate Body’s introduction, in its TBT jurisprudence of an even-handedness analysis has blunted application of the proportionality standard.\textsuperscript{191} Accordingly, the Appellate Body has been slow to accept less restrictive alternative measures proposed by complainant Members, where these find no basis in existing international standards.\textsuperscript{192} It has instead shown total deference to respondent Members’ stated or desired regulatory levels of protection. Where proposed alternatives fail to achieve these stated levels, however artfully or fancifully expressed, the contested measure cannot be considered more trade-restrictive than necessary. Thus, in one of the rare cases where the Appellate Body addressed an alternative measure — albeit one based on an international standard — it reversed the panel’s findings to hold that Mexico’s proposal that a tuna label certifying that no dolphins were killed by harvesting methods fell short of the broader US concern that dolphins not be harmed by these methods.\textsuperscript{193} Though these objectives were unquestionably different, there was surely some common ground between both sets of objectives for the Appellate Body to maneuver to identify a suitable compromise measure on the record before it.

Under my proposed analytical approach, the US’ stated level of protection would have been subject to a more searching assessment,\textsuperscript{194} where a panel would have weighed the contested certification requirement against a range of other possible alternative measures adduced by Mexico. Were the US’ certification
vI. conclusIon

The Appellate Body, through adherence to uniform GATT cannons of interpretation, has belied the lack of internal coherence in the various WTO Agreements. In so doing, it has succeeded in maintaining rigid limits on Members’ abilities to lawfully circumvent any and all WTO treaty obligations. Laudable as this may be, given the WTO’s recent struggles to push anything meaningful through its negotiating pillar as of late, the problem is that the Appellate Body has not acted pursuant to any clear mandate from the WTO membership. Some would argue that this unbridled judicial activism may have recently caught up with the Appellate Body, following the US’ decision to block re-appointments of sitting Appellate Body members that it deemed had failed to properly execute their functions in the course of their first term, notably due to their ‘questionable’ stance on aspects of US trade remedies legislation.

Though this impasse was eventually crossed after months of internal tussles in the DSB, the timing is ripe to rethink the Appellate Body’s approach to WTO dispute settlement.

When reviewing the above jurisprudence on environmental regulation, we see that the Appellate Body has imported key elements of its GATT necessity analysis into its SPS and TBT jurisprudence. In its SPS case law, the most critical analytical element, the assessment of the relational nexus between the contested measure and the stated objective, is lifted from the first limb of the Appellate Body’s GATT necessity analysis. Case law has yet to reveal whether the second limb will feature in an SPS analysis. Similarly, in its TBT case law, which otherwise replicates the Appellate Body’s GATT analysis in full, the most critical analytical element, the assessment of a contested measure’s ‘calibration’, draws from the second limb of the Appellate Body’s GATT necessity analysis. No analysis of the first limb precedes this calibration test. It is curious that the Appellate Body has ostensibly severed the GATT necessity analysis between the two agreements in such a manner. Moreover, while the Appellate Body seems to follow proper sequencing in its SPS rulings, by starting with a necessity analysis before, presumably, following through with a proportionality assessment, it does not do so in its TBT rulings. This is surprising, given that the TBT Agreement is structured much more closely with the SPS Agreement, and should be identified more closely with the latter.

The Appellate Body has thus narrowed the scope of the SPS and TBT Agreements, effectively aligning them with GATT-type market access, non-discrimination and necessity principles. Doing so, however, has yielded some unintended consequences: chief among them being that it becomes difficult to demarcate precisely where a GATT analysis ends and a TBT analysis begins. It would seem that a technical regulation under the GATT is anything short of a product ban that fails to lay down any discernible “product characteristics.” In this sense, the TBT Agreement does not seem to apply as holistically to quantitative restrictions. Further, the TBT Agreement allows Members to pursue an open-ended list of “legitimate objectives”. Members seeking to legislate for objectives beyond those enumerated in the GATT ‘general exemptions’ clause will thus continue to avoid themselves of the ability to do so under the TBT Agreement.

These factors, however, represent the ‘outer limits’ of the GATT and the TBT Agreement. How the Appellate Body will handle a conflict between GATT and TBT disciplines where they overlap becomes unclear. One can fathom of a situation where a complainant Member challenges a measure that the respondent Member seeks to justify with reference to a TBT-consistent objective that is not listed under the GATT general exemptions clause; or, where such complainant Member challenges the relevance of an international standard cited by the respondent Member to benefit from the TBT Agreement’s ‘safe harbor’ in a GATT complaint, where a measure’s purported compliance with international obligations may not insulate it from challenge. Had the Appellate Body stayed more faithful to the text of the TBT Agreement, it would have avoided teeing up such a potentially significant legal conflicts.

While it is true that the SPS and TBT Agreements seek to extend the application of GATT ‘general exemptions’ principles to product standards, both are meant to go well beyond conventional GATT market access and non-discrimination disciplines. A key feature of this extension lies in the obligation common to both the agreements that measures not be more trade-restrictive than necessary. This common obligation invites WTO panels to assess the proportionality of a measure, and requires respondent Members to adopt feasible and less restrictive alternative measures, where such measures have been identified clearly by complainants. The Appellate Body has distanced itself from this proportionality standard, perhaps because it represents a concept relatively alien to a GATT analysis. Unfortunately, the use of and abuse of GATT principles in SPS and TBT case law has yielded a more intrusive analysis than that contemplated by the SPS and TBT Agreement drafters. This comes at a significant cost: environmental regulations with trade-distorting effects tend to be struck down for the very reason that they distort trade. This is tautological. Inasmuch as the Appellate Body has elected to avoid applying proportionality standards by affording a good measure of deference to a respondent Member’s stated or desired regulatory level of protection, such deference matters not where panels consistently find that contested measures fail to satisfy a necessity analysis. These Members would surely prefer having their environmental objectives preserved, even if a more
searching enquiry into the existence of a viable alternative requires them to amend certain aspects of their regulations.

Taking a step back, it cannot be said that the Appellate Body’s struggle to properly analyze environmental regulation is supported by any of the theories outlined in Section II. The Appellate Body has not reverted to first order GATT principles as a means to either blunt or embrace the DSU’s expansive jurisdiction, or because there is a fundamental conflict between WTO obligations and international environmental law obligations. Indeed, the Appellate Body has previously sanctioned the use of trade-distorting environmental conservation measures in prior rulings without destabilizing the global trade regime. Rather, I have sought to show that first order GATT principles, which are ingrained in the WTO’s institutional memory, filter through to WTO and Appellate Body dispute settlement reports.

**POSSIBLE REFORM INITIATIVES**

**HUMAN RESOURCES**

WTO and Appellate Body Secretariat staff are trained to detect circumvention of tariff bindings, in breach of non-discrimination and market access principles. They are conditioned to treat stated justifications for these breaches with a healthy dose of skepticism. These staff, in turn, can regularly influence the legal analysis contained in panel or Appellate Body reports. That WTO panel and Appellate Body reports reveals a high level of comfort with the “belt and braces” disputes on market access restriction, while openly struggling with the precise contours of the GATT, SPS and TBT agreements, would suggest that those very skills that make a legal officer adept at dispensing with highly technical aspects of a dumping or countervailing duty investigation do not lend themselves easily to an environmental regulation dispute. These latter disputes cannot be resolved in a technical vacuum, at the expense of fully appreciating the myriad scientific nuances and fine political balancing embodied in environmental regulation. There is no easy fix to this problem. Moving forward, a more diversified pool of legal officers, featuring individuals with stronger science and environmental studies training, may offer fresher perspectives yielding more cohesive WTO trade and environment dispute reports.

**AUTHORITATIVE INTERPRETATIONS**

Beyond human resource reforms, I have already that the US has sought to rectify the balance of power within the WTO by refusing to sign off on Appellate Body member reappointments. Curbing the Appellate Body’s legislative prerogative by way of authoritative interpretations represents a more democratic reform initiative. Problematically, such interpretations are nearly impossible to pass for the same reason that the US is vested with a de facto block on Appellate Body member staffing: institutional voting requirements favor decisions taken by consensus. Reaching consensus on anything these days is a tall order now that the WTO counts upwards of 164 Members.

**IN-DISPUTE SAFE HARBORS**

One final reform initiative that may prove be easier to implement lies in the ‘safe harbor’ provisions of the SPS and TBT Agreements for standards conforming to qualifying international standards. Members seeking to reach meaningful agreements on environmental regulation need not be held hostage by either a rampant Appellate Body or the looming collapse of the WTO negotiations pillar. A critical mass can come together to promulgate qualifying international standards in international organizations outside the WTO legal framework, which may subsequently be relied upon in disputes as presumptively valid. The WTO domestic regulation disputes of the future may well focus on the contours of qualifying international standard bodies.

**ENDNOTES**
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Although it is possible that more comprehensive import bans would prompt the Appellate Body to rescuer its least restrictive means standard, pursuant to which Members are required to use the least inconsistent measures reasonable available to it when enacting trade-related measures. Under such a standard, a PPM-related import ban could be less trade restrictive, while still producing less trade-restrictive effects. The problem with this standard is that it has never been applied as anything other than a crude cost-benefit tool, relied upon to condemn on those measures that openly or outwardly violate core principles of the WTO Agreements. See Alan O. Sykes, The Least Restrictive Means, 70 U. Chi. L. Rev. 403, 415-19 (2003). Whether or to what extent such a standard could be applied to resolve more difficult questions linked to a country’s desired level of regulatory protection is questionable. A related distinction can be drawn between PPMs and non-product related (NPR) PPMs. There is little question that WTO disciplines apply to product-related PPMs. A more contentious issue is whether or to what extent a Member can extraterritorially condition entry to its market on compliance with morally-loaded NPR PPMs. The Appellate Body has adopted somewhat of a “see no evil, hear no evil” approach to this contentious issue, by glossing over them in its findings. In US—Shrimp, for instance, it deemed the issue moot given the migratory nature of sea turtles. See US—Shrimp, supra note 119, at 133. Whether or to what extent a least restrictive means standard will be rolled into the permissibility of resorting to extraterritorial measures in future disputes will be an interesting development, and one that could add some bite to an otherwise toothless standard.

Laura Nielsen, The WTO, Animals and PPMs, 128 (Martinus Nijhoff, 2007) (discussing the scope of the SPS Agreement).

Appellate Body Report, EC-Hormones, supra note 33; EC/GMOs, supra note 123.

See EC/GMO, supra note 123, at ¶ 7.68, (noting that in one dispute, a panel ignored the relevance of the Biosafety Protocol, which drew criticism in an ILC study and that particular panel report was not, unfortunately, appealed to the Appellate Body); see Martti Koskenniemi (Chairman), Int’l L. Comm’n, Fragmentation of International Law; Difficulties Arising from the Diversification and Expansion of International Law, U.N. Doc. A/CN.4/L.682 (Apr. 13, 2006) (mentioning that whether or to what extent treaties outside the Codex, OIE or IPCC can legislate relevant international standards is presently an open issue on which the Appellate Body has yet to determinatively weigh in). It is recalled
that the Appellate Body’s approach towards non-WTO treaties under the GATT has been erratic. Id. At its most conservative, it deems only those treaty norms reflecting the “common intention of all the parties” relevant. Id. 166 See EC/Hormones, supra note 33, at ¶ 175-80 (illustrating that paradoxically the Appellate Body considers the requirement that SPS measures be “based on scientific principles”, at art. 2.2, as identical to the requirement that such measures be based on “an assessment [ . . .] of the risks to human, animal or plant life or health”).

167 SPS supra note 12, at art. 5.2.

168 Appellate Body Report, EC/Hormones, supra note 33, at 181, 186-87 (distinguishing between a panel’s assessment of the adequacy of a risk assessment versus a Member’s desired level of regulatory protection).

169 Let alone one that is both technically and economically feasible. One such ambiguity pertained to Australia’s stated level of protection in one dispute as aiming “at reducing risk to a very low level, but not to zero”; which the Appellate Body just about tolerated as SPS-consistent. See Appellate Body Report, Australia — Measures Affecting the Importation of Apples from New Zealand, ¶ 343 WT/DS367/AB/R (adopted Dec. 17, 2010) (finding insufficient evidence on the record to make a finding that Australia’s measure was less trade-restrictive than necessary although Australia’s measure was found not to be “based on” scientific justification in another claim). See generally Jacqueline Peel, Of Apples and Oranges (and Hormones in Beef): Science and the Standard of review in WTO Disputes under the SPS Agreement, ICLQ 61(2), 427-58 (2012) (exploring fully the apparent counter-intuition created in Australia-Measures Affecting Apples).

170 SPS, supra note 12, at art. 11.2 (wording the obligation equivocally rather than an outright obligation, “should” as opposed to “shall,” but in practice panels have always sought the advice of experts in SPS disputes). Note that the TBT requirement, at art. 14.2 (“may”) veers closer to the wording of the more neutral wording of the DSU. Id.

171 See Australia — Apples, supra note 172, at ¶ 215.

172 See Appellate Body Report, United States — Continued Suspension of Obligations in the EC — Hormones Dispute, ¶ 230, WT/DS320/AB/R (adopted Nov. 14, 2008) [Hereinafter EC/Hormones] (finding general studies on the carcinogenic properties of estrogen to justify import bans on six specific hormones were deemed insufficiently specific in follow-on hormonizations litigation).

173 Appellate Body Report, Japan — Measures Affecting the Importation of Apples, ¶¶ 144-47, 162-63, WT/DS245/AB/R (adopted Dec. 10, 2003); see also EC/Hormones, supra note 175 at ¶ 675 (noting that surprisingly, a third area in which Members have failed to prevail relates to an SPS provision on the insufficiency of scientific evidence, which authorizes Members to base their SPS measures on “available pertinent information.”).

This provision allows Members some degree of precaution in adopting SPS measures. Id. No respondent Member to date has successfully demonstrated an absence of sufficient scientific evidence — particularly where a relevant international standard exists. Id. This is so despite the Appellate Body’s statement that such precautionary measures can be based on “a qualified and respected scientific view that puts into question the relationship between the relevant scientific evidence and the conclusions in relation to risk.” Id.

174 See EC/Hormones, supra note 33, at ¶ 529 (holding that “[w]e [Appellate Body] do not believe that a risk assessment has to come to a monolithic conclusion that coincides with the scientific conclusion or view implicit in the SPS measure. The risk assessment could set out both the prevailing view representing the ‘mainstream’ of scientific opinion, as well as the opinions of scientists taking a divergent view”).

175 See SPS arts. 2.3 & 5.6. Article 2.3 states “measures shall not be applied in a manner which would constitute a disguised restriction on international trade.” Id. Article 5.6 states “[m]embers shall ensure that such measures are not more trade-restrictive than required to achieve their appropriate level of sanitary or phytosanitary protection, taking into account technical and economic feasibility.” Id.

176 Though DSU Art. 19.1 allows WTO panels to issue specific recommendations to aid with compliance, they tend to avoid doing so (“[i]n addition to its recommendations, the panel or Appellate Body may suggest ways in which the Member concerned could implement the recommendations.”).

177 Marco Bronkers, Ravi Soopramanien, The Impact of WTO Law on European Food Regulation, 6 EFFL 361, 361-75 (2008) (describing the trend of Members, notably the EC, reporting their SPS measures as TBT measures in TBT Committee meetings).

178 See Panel Report European Communities — Measures Concerning Meat and Meat Products, ¶ 8.42, WT/DS26/ R (adopted July 12, 1999) [Hereinafter EC-Hormones Panel Report] (observing that this manner of proceeding was ‘the most efficient,’ referring to the panel considering the WTO-conformity of any SPS measure should first be assessed in relation to all SPS violation claims, before turning to any applicable GATT violation claims).

The Appellate Body did not disturb this on appeal. Indeed, it has adopted this approach in its SPS jurisprudence. See Jacqueline Peel, A GMO by Any Other Name . . . Might Be an SPS Risk!: Implications of Expanding the Scope of the WTO Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures Agreement, 17 EJIL 5 1009, 1013-18 (2006).

179 Indeed, the scope of a “technical regulation” is drafted so widely that some in the WTO Secretariat wryly remark that a counterveriling or dumping order could fall within its definition. See also Marceau & Trachman, supra note 10, at 342-433 (providing a more diplomatic assessment by a WTO legal counselor, Gabrielle Marceau).

Id.; see also Regan, supra note 146, at 68-9.

180 See Appellate Body Reports, European Communities — Measures Prohibiting the Importation and Marketing of Seal Products, WT/DS400/AB/R / WT/DS401/AB/R (adopted Jun. 18, 2014). This latter dispute was framed principally as a TBT appeal. Id. It was disposed of as a GATT appeal once the Appellate Body determined that the EU legal framework for seal products was not a “technical regulation”. Id.

181 Appellate Body Report, US/Clove Cigarettes, supra notes 144-148, at ¶ 239.

182 Id. at ¶ 174.


185 Appellate Body Report, United States — Measures Concerning the Importation, Marketing and Sale of Tuna and Tuna Products — Recourse to Article 21.5 of the DSU by Mexico, ¶ 7.266, WT/DS381/AB/RW [DSR reference pending].

186 See Appellate Body Report, EC/Sardines, supra note 141.

187 See Appellate Body Report, EC/Sardines at ¶¶ 245-48 (showing the burden shifts to the respondent to show that the standard is “inappropriate” and “ineffective”).


Particular attention would turn to the issuing international standardization body under such analysis. In the above-mentioned dispute on US dolphin conservation measures, for instance, the panel found that the US had erred in departing from dolphin-safe label schemes issued under the Agreement on the International Dolphin Conservation Program (AIDCP). The Appellate Body reversed this finding, on the basis that the AIDCP was not a qualifying “international standardizing body” because it was not “open” to WTO Members, as prospective membership hinged on a consensus vote. See Appellate Body Report, US/Tuna, supra note 140, at ¶ 398. It bears mentioning that international standard bodies can serve as fertile ground for promulgation of international environmental standards. Such standards are presumed “not to create an unnecessary obstacle to international trade” under the TBT Agreement. Somewhat tautologically, the Appellate Body requires these to be an “open” “international standardizing body” carrying out “recognized activities in standardization.” Existing international environmental bodies could serve this role.

189 TBT Art. 2.2; see also P.C. Mavroidis, Driftin Too Far from Shore — Why the Test for Compliance with the TBT Agreement Developed by the WTO Appellate Body is Wrong, and What Should the AB Have Done Instead, World Trade Rev. vol. 12(3), 509-31 (2013).

190 Compare the wording of TBT, Art. 2.2, with the approach taken in US/Tuna discussed, supra note 188.


This is not to suggest that preventing harm to dolphins is in any way a fanciful objective. Clearly such a consideration is compelling. Rather, I mean to suggest that panels should be more critical and searching when faced with opaquely stated desired levels of protection similar to that expressed by Australia in relation to its imports of apples. See Australia — Apples, supra note 172.

193 Assuming that the measure at issue pursues a legitimate objective (which it does).

194 At this stage, the Appellate Body would already have condemned the measure for failing its “calibration” test discussed above. See supra note 188.
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